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Godox AD100Pro  TTL 3 Head Kit

· Powerful 100Ws strobe with built-in 1.8W LED modelling light
· Large 2600mAh battery gives up to 360 full-power flashes per charge
· Manual, TTL, first-and second curtain sync modes, HSS up to 1/8000sec
· Built-in wireless 2.4GHz with 100m range
· Compact and lightweight. Just 524g with battery
· Fast recycling time of 0.01-1.5 sec

Godox AD100Pro  TTL flashes  backpack  kit 3
Extremely lightweight and handy, the AD100Pro kit contains everything every outdoor photographer needs. Despite its compact size, 
the AD100Pro three-lamp kit helps you achieve studio-quality lighting in all conditions.

Studio  in a backpack
This kit contains three AD100Pro Pocket Flashes, an AK-R1 Accessory Kit, an S2 Speedlite Bracket for Bowens, silver umbrella, 
transparent umbrella, and a CB20 Backpack for storage and transport.

AD100Pro
A new addition to Godox AD family. Pocket Flash AD100Pro, inherits the advantages of Godox AD series and great compatibility with 
Godox wireless System X 2.4GHz. It is extremely compact and lightweight, relieving the burden of photographers when shooting on 
locations. The new 100Ws strobe fills the gap of photographers` demand for an off-camera strobe at this power level.

Expanded  Versatility
Its round and magnetic flash head delivers a natural circular flash spread, compatible with the various accessories and light shaping 
tools, achieving all light effects that you need.

Incredibly  Small
AD100Pro adopts can-shaped design, making it super compact and portable. At just 524g with the battery included, you can throw it 
into your pocket or bag, making your photography journey a breeze.

Wireless  Freedom
Being built-in the same Godox System X 2.4G like other AD members, AD100Pro can work with major camera brands by connecting 
with X1, X2, or Xpro trigger.

Compatibility
You'll also benefit from this flash with its wide range of light shapers, aspiring more possibilities in your creative photography journey.

Dedicated  accessories
By attaching the flash to the S2 bracket (available separately), you gain access to a wide variety of modifiers from different 
manufacturers that use the Bowens mount. It is also possible to quickly mount magnetic accessories from the AK-R1 accessory kit 
(available separately), which maximizes the flash's capabilities.

Firmly  Attached
There are two slots underneath the flash AD100Pro, so you can adjust the position of the flash to get the full use of the strobe when 
using it with an umbrella or hold it in hand.

AK-R1 Accessory  Kit
AK-R1 contains magnetically-attached modifiers that maximize the capabilities of the flash head. The kit contains a snoot, four-way 
barndoors, and a honeycomb grid to narrow the light's beam and selectively light your subject. 
Conversely, a near-180-degree dome, a wide lens, and a bounce card with a frame are provided to expand the beam. Finally, a filter 
set with three amber CT filters and one green fluorescent filter are also included.

Godox S2 Speedlite  Bracket
Adjustable to fit most speedlites, the Godox S2 Speedlite Bracket lets you maximize the potential of your on-camera flash while 
allowing you to use Bowens accessories. The bracket supports your flash either vertically or horizontally, employing non-scratching, 
light pressure rather than touch-fasteners or tape. 
Light modifiers such as reflectors, softboxes, and snoots mount to the front of the bracket as they would on a Bowens flash head. The 
bracket tilts nearly 180 degrees and has a 5/8" receiver for stand mounting.

Beskrivelse:
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Umbrellas
The kit includes two light modifiers which are a silver reflective umbrella and a white transparent umbrella.

CB20 backpack
This CB20 Backpack from Godox can hold AD100Pro, AD200, AD200Pro, AD300Pro, or AD400Pro strobe units complete with 
batteries, chargers, wireless remotes, and compact umbrellas for a fully portable lighting setup. Even when fully packed with the lights 
and accessories, the CB20 still has room to add a camera with lenses and a spacious lined pocket holds a 15" laptop or tablet.

In the Box:

· 3 x AD100Pro
· 3 x Charger
· 3 x AD-E2
· 3 x USB cable
· 1 x S2 bracket
· 1 x Silver umbrella
· 1 x White umbrella
· 1 x Dome diffuser
· 1 x Wide angle diffuser
· 1 x Barndoor
· 1 x Bounce card
· 1 x Honeycomb
· 1 x Adapter with gel filters
· 1 x Snoot
· 1 x CB20 backpack
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Specifikationer:

Producent Godox

Kategori Studie flash

Leverandør Godox
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